VALUE PRACTICE

VALUES ARE THE LIGHTNESS OR DARKNESS OF TONES OR COLORS. WHITE IS THE LIGHTEST VALUE; BLACK IS THE DARKEST. A VALUE SCALE CAN HELP YOU PRACTICE CREATING VALUES WITH A PENCIL.

TRY IT BELOW! GRADUALLY GO FROM DARK TO LIGHT!

USE YOUR NEW SKILLS TO CREATE A LARGE GEOMETRIC SHADING DRAWING. SHARE YOUR RESULTS BY TAGGING @SKETCHBASIN.
GEOMETRIC SHADING!

This project is all about shading! Shading is a technique used by an artist that can help make something look three-dimensional. The goal of this project is to shade from light to dark in each shape on the page.

EXAMPLE HERE!

1. Create a simple design with large overlapping shapes.
2. Pick one shape and shade from **light** to **dark**.
3. Pick neighboring shape and shade **dark** to **light**.
4. Keep alternating until entire project is shaded.

**Bonus: Create a design that is symmetrical or looks the same on both sides when split down the center.**

**SKETCHBASIN.ORG TO LEARN MORE ABOUT US!**